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Abstract
Wireless sensor network are used in various applications and fields which include military, environmental, health care, biological, home
and other commercial applications. With the huge developments and advancements in the field of embedded systems and sensors
technology, wireless sensor networks, which composed of several thousands of sensor nodes, which are capable of physical data sensing,
processing and data transmission, have made a remarkable impact everywhere. In this paper we present an experimental model to be
used for wireless sensor network investigation in order to improve the network performance parameters such as improving the life time
of the nodes and optimizing the use of power energy.
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1. Introduction
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a structure of separated
nodes as shown in figure 1, each node consists of sensor,
computational unit and communication element for the purpose
of sensing, recording, observing and reacting to a physical event
or a phenomenon such as temperature, pressure (see figure 2) [20-41]
.
The events can be related to anything like the physical world, an
industrial environment, a biological system or an IT (information
technology) framework while the controlling or observing body
can be a consumer application, government, civil, military, or an
industrial entity. Such Sensor Networks can be used for remote
sensing, medical telemetry, surveillance, monitoring, data
collection etc [4, 5].

Fig 1: WSN architecture

Fig 2: Node structure

Wireless Sensor Networks for energy efficiency and network
constancy. Clustering in wireless sensor networks is well known
and in use for a long time [6, 7]. Currently clustering, over
distributed methods, is being progressing for dealing with the
issues like network lifetime and energy. Clustering in sensor
nodes is very important in order to solve many problems like
scalability, energy and lifetime issues of sensor networks.
Clustering [8, 9] algorithms frontier the communication in a local
domain and send only necessary information to the rest of the
network through the forwarding nodes (gateway nodes). A group
of nodes form a cluster and the local interactions between cluster
members are controlled through a cluster head (CH), [10] see
figure 3. Cluster embers generally communicate with the cluster
head and the collected data are aggregated and fused by the
cluster head to conserve energy. The cluster heads can also form
another layer of clusters among themselves before reaching the
sink.
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Data aggregation energy (EDA=5*10^ (-9)).
Size of data package to be transmitted (in bits) (k).
Suggested percentage of cluster head (p).
Number of clusters (No=p*n).
Round of operation.
Current number of operating nodes (operating_nodes).

2.

Fig 3: WSN clustering

Clustering has some objectives such as: Allows aggregation,
limits data transmission, easiness the reusability of the resources;
Cluster heads and gateway nodes can form a virtual backbone for
inter-cluster routing, cluster structure gives the effecting of a
smaller and more stable network, improve network lifetime,
minimize network traffic and the dispute for the channel, data
aggregation and updates take place in cluster heads.
Clustering provides some advantages such as: It supporting
network scalability and decreasing energy consumption through
data aggregation, It can focus the route setup within the cluster
and consequently reduce the size of the routing table stored at the
node, It can also store communication bandwidth because it
reduce the scope of inter-cluster interactions to cluster head, it
avoids redundant passes of messages among sensor nodes [11, 12].
Each sensor node in WSN is supplied by a power energy source
and this energy will be spent on data sensing, data processing,
data transmission and receiving, acknowledgments, and for a
state when the node is idle.
When the distance between the transmitter and receiver is less
than threshold value (d0); the energy consumption will be
calculated using a free space model ( power loss), otherwise it
will be calculated using multi-path fading channel model (
power loss) [7].
2. WSN modeling
To model WSN we have to apply the following steps:
1. Selecting network establishment parameters, which includes
a. Area of operation (Field dimensions in meters) (XM and
YM).
b. Number of nodes in the field (n).
c. Number of dead nodes in the beginning (dead-nodes)
(initialized to 0).
d. Coordinates of the Sink (location is predetermined in this
simulation) (sinkx; sinky).
e. Energy Values for the node: Initial energy of a node (in
Joules), energy required to run circuitry (both for transmitter
and receiver) (Eo).
f. Energy required to run circuitry (both for transmitter and
receiver) (Eelec=50*10^ (-9); ETx =50*10^ (-9);
ERx=50*10^ (-9)).
g. Transmit amplifier types(Eamp=100*10^(-12))

Creation of the wireless sensor network, here we have to
create a structure for each sensor node, which includes
the following
a. sensor's ID number
b. X-axis coordinates of sensor node
c. Y-axis coordinates of sensor node
d. Nodes energy levels.
e. Node acts as normal if the value is '0', if elected as a cluster
head it gets the value '1' (initially all nodes are normal)
f. The cluster which a node belongs to
g. States the current condition of the node. when the node is
operational its value is =1 and when dead =0
h. Number of rounds node was operational
i. Rounds left for node to become available for Cluster Head
election
j. Nodes distance from the cluster head of the cluster in which
he belongs
k. Nodes distance from the sink
l. States how many times the node was elected as a Cluster
Head
m. Round node got elected as cluster head
n. Node ID of the cluster head which the "i" normal node
belongs to.
3.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

While operating nodes>0 do the following tasks
Resetting previous amount of cluster heads in WSN.
Resetting previous amount of energy consumed in WSN on
the previous round.
Cluster heads election.
Grouping the nodes into Clusters & calculating the distance
between node and cluster head.
Energy dissipation for normal nodes.
Energy dissipation for cluster head nodes.

3. Model implementation and experimental results
A matlab code was written to implement the presented model of
WSN; here by we will introduce how some model parameters
affect WSN performance features, the code was design based on
LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy protocol).
LEACH is a routing protocol in which the data are transmitted to
the sink node or base station in a cluster-based approach. There
are a few factors to be kept in mind such as maximizing network
lifetime, minimizing energy consumption and performing data
processing at intermediate nodes to reduce the number of
transmissions. It is a cluster-based hierarchy in which the entire
network is divided into clusters and each cluster has a cluster head
assigned to it. Cluster formation is dynamic in each round and the
cluster head is responsible for the data collection from all the
nodes of that cluster; it processes the data and sends the collected
data to the base station. In LEACH, cluster heads are selected
randomly, but the energy spent for each round is balanced as the
entire sensor nodes have a probability to be selected as a cluster
head. For every round, 5% of the total sensor nodes are cluster
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heads [13]. The Cluster head is generated by a random method, so
it cannot guarantee the even distribution of cluster heads, and the
selection not considering the transmission distance and the node
remains energy, leading the uneven energy consumption for
different nodes. The communication between the cluster head and
the base station uses the single hop model, therefore, the farthest
node to the base station in the network area is dead earlier than
other [14].
1. Experiment 1: Varying the initial energy of the sensor node
(SN)
Table 1 shows some of the selected model parameters:
Table 1: Model parameters (Experiment 1)
Parameter
initial energy of the sensor node(SN)

Symbol Value
Eo
0.5
xm
100
Field dimensions
ym
100
Number of nodes
n
50
sinkx
50
Coordinates of the Sink
sinky
200
Suggested percentage of cluster head
p
0.05
Size of data package
k
1000
Now we start varying the initial energy of sensor node:

Fig 5: Number of transmissions Eo=0.5

b. Eo=1 Joules
Figure 6 shows the results of operational SN in each round, from
this figure we can see that for 1891 rounds all SN were operating
and after this round SN start to die, reaching the round 4544 all
SN will be dead.

a. Eo=0.5 Joules
Figure 4 shows the results of operational SN in each round, from
this figure we can see that for 845 rounds all SN were operating
and after this round SN start to die, reaching the round 2129 all
SN will be dead.

Fig 6: Number of rounds Eo=1

Figure 7 shows the results of operational SN in each transmission,
from this figure we can see that for 1737 transmissions all SN
were operating and after this transmission SN start to die,
reaching the transmission 3459 all SN will be dead.

Fig 5: Number of rounds Eo=0.5

Figure 5 shows the results of operational SN in each transmission,
from this figure we can see that for 784 transmissions all SN were
operating and after this transmission SN start to die, reaching the
transmission 1513 all SN will be dead.
Fig 7: Number of transmissions Eo =1
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2. Experiment 2: Varying the number of SN
Table 2 shows some of the selected model parameters:

3. Experiment 3: Varying the suggested percentage of cluster
head p:
Table 3 shows some of the selected model parameters:

Table 2: Model parameters (Experiment 2)
Parameter
Field dimensions
SN energy
Coordinates of the Sink
Suggested percentage of cluster head
Size of data package

Symbol Value
xm
100
ym
100
Eo
1
sinkx
50
sinky
200
p
0.05
k
1000

a. Number of nodes =50
The results are shown in figures 6 and 7.
b. Number of nodes =200
Figure 8 shows the results of operational SN in each round, from
this figure we can see that for 2782 rounds all SN were operating
and after this round SN start to die, reaching the round 5687 all
SN will be dead, here a
100 % of SN will operate during 2782 rounds.

Table 3: Model parameters (Experiment 3)
Parameter
Field dimensions
SN energy
Coordinates of the Sink
Number of nodes
Size of data package

Symbol
xm
ym
Eo
sinkx
sinky
n
k

Value
100
100
1
50
200
200
1000

a. P=0.05
The results of this case are shown in figures 8 and 9.
b. P=0.1
Figure 10 shows the results of operational SN in each round, from
this figure we can see that for 1893 rounds all SN were operating
and after this round SN start to die, reaching the round 4815 all
SN will be dead, here a
100 % of SN will operate during 1893 rounds

Fig 8: Number of rounds n=200

Fig 10: Number of rounds p=0.1

Figure 9 shows the results of operational SN in each transmission,
from this figure we can see that for 2781 transmissions all SN
were operating and after this transmission SN start to die,
reaching the transmission 4875 all SN will be dead.

Figure 11 shows the results of operational SN in each
transmission, from this figure we can see that for 1892
transmissions all SN were operating and after this transmission
SN start to die, reaching the transmission 4366 all SN will be
dead.

Fig 9: Number of transmissions n=200

Fig 11: Number of transmissions p=0.1
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Here we can see that increasing p will lead to decreasing the
number of rounds and the number of transmissions.
4. Experiment 4: Varying the size of data package k:
Table 4 shows some of the selected model parameters:
Table 4: Model parameters (Experiment 4)
Parameter
Field dimensions
SN energy
Coordinates of the Sink
Number of nodes
Suggested percentage of cluster head

Symbol Value
xm
100
ym
100
Eo
1
sinkx
50
sinky
200
n
200
P
0.1

a. k=1000
The results of this case are shown in figures 10 and 11.
b. K=4000
Figure 12 shows the results of operational SN in each round, from
this figure we can see that for 485 rounds all SN were operating
and after this round SN start to die, reaching the round 1286 all
SN will be dead, here a
100 % of SN will operate during 485 rounds

5. Experiment 5: Varying the field dimension xm and xy:
Table 5 shows some of the selected model parameters:
Table 5: Model parameters (Experiment 5)
Parameter
SN energy
Size of data package
Coordinates of the Sink
Number of nodes
Suggested percentage of cluster head

Symbol
Eo
k
sinkx
sinky
n
P

Value
1
4000
50
200
200
0.1

a. xm=100; ym=100
The results of this case are shown in figures 12 and 13.
b. xm=200; ym=300
Figure 15 shows the results of operational SN in each round, from
this figure we can see that for 304 rounds all SN were operating
and after this round SN start to die, reaching the round 1879 all
SN will be dead, here a
100 % of SN will operate during 304 rounds.
Figure 15 shows the results of operational SN in each
transmission, from this figure we can see that for 303
transmissions all SN were operating and after this transmission
SN start to die, reaching the transmission 1444 all SN will be
dead.
Here we can see that increasing the data packet size will leads to
increasing the number of rounds and the number of transmissions.

Fig 12: Number of rounds k=4000

Figure 13 shows the results of operational SN in each
transmission, from this figure we can see that for 484
transmissions all SN were operating and after this transmission
SN start to die, reaching the transmission 1123 all SN will be
dead.
Here we can see that increasing the data packet size will leads to
decreasing the number of rounds and the number of
transmissions.

Fig 13: Number of transmissions k=4000

Fig 14: Number of rounds xm=200, ym=300

Fig 15: Number of transmissions xm=200, ym=300
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Conclusion
A practical model for WSN investigation was proposed, the
model was implemented and tested, and the obtained
experimental results showed that this model can be easily used to
measure the performance of WSN by selecting the desired values
for the model parameters. It was shown that some parameters will
increase the number of rounds and transmission when increasing,
while some others will decrease those rounds and transmissions
when increasing.
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